Mason begins Section II with the investigation of a grasping
operation using a simple parallel-jaw gripper. The object rests
on a planar surface and therefore has three remaining degrees
of freedom. If the exact location of the object is not known,
then a planned grasping sequence can often be used for correctly positioning and orienting the object. Mason develops
Reviewed by Joey K. Parker1
the analytical background for planning the grasping operation
This book is a combination of the authors' Ph.D. disserta- in the remainder of his section. In the second chapter the
tions from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and "Theory of Pushing" is developed. The planar motion of obStanford University. Mason's contribution (Section II) in- jects being pushed in the presence of Coulomb friction with
volves the planar manipulation of objects in the presence of fixed, rolling, and sliding contacts is considered. The condifriction. His topics include an analysis of object grasping, the tions under which rotation will occur and a method for deterdevelopment of a theory of pushing in the presence of friction, mining bounds on the angular rotation rate are also presented.
and an application of these theories in the automatic planning Many of the results are developed under the assumption that
of grasping operations. Salisbury's portion of the book (Sec- the contact pressure distribution is known, but a procedure is
tion I) concerns the requirements for the more general given for use with undetermined contacts. The third chapter of
manipulation and constraint of objects in three-dimensional Section II is devoted to applications of the concepts developed
in Chapter 2. A method for rotating and positioning a recspace.
Section I is organized into nine chapters with an extensive tangular block without the use of external sensors is presented
appendix. Chapter 1 is a basic introduction to the field of along with experimental results. An automatic robot grasping
robotics with an emphasis on the area of robot hands. Chapter motion algorithm is then presented. The grasping planner is
2 presents the definitions for several types of contact between applied to two different test cases, but experimental verificabodies and introduces the mathematical notation for screws, tion of the operation was unclear. Mason includes a listing of
wrenches and twists. In the third chapter Salisbury presents a the LISP implementation of his planning algorithm in his
kinematic number synthesis for general-purpose robot hands. appendix.
Robot hands are required to exert arbitrary forces/moments
This book is clear and well written considering that it is
in 6 degrees-of-freedom and to completely constrain an object based on Ph.D. dissertations. The examples and figures used
with all joints locked in order to be considered truly general- are easily understood and are well explained in the text.
purpose. Chapter 4 considers the groups of contacts, both Mathematical developments are presented when necessary and
with and without friction, which lead to the two conditions the terms are adequately explained. Although not intended as
given above. Chapters 5 and 6 develop the concepts of internal a textbook, it would make a valuable contribution as a
and external forces which are important in object manipula- reference text for graduate courses in robotics.
tion. The "grip" matrix, which is similar in concept to a JacoTaken as a whole, Robot Hands and the Mechanics of
bian matrix, is also introduced in Chapter 6. A review of force Manipulation is a significant addition to the field of robot
control in robotics and the requirements for stiffness sensing hand research. There are other books devoted to robot hand
and control are presented in Chapter 7. The eighth chapter is design, but these tend to be compilations of short publications
concerned with the errors inherent in force control. Force by many authors. Many robot hands have been designed
sensing errors due to structural stiffness and the propagation without serious consideration of the fundamental concepts inof errors from an actuator to the point of contact are dis- volved in the grasping of objects with robot hands. Mason and
cussed. The final chapter summarizes the earlier chapters by Salisbury complement one another by presenting different
presenting the design of the Stanford/JPL robot hand in sides of this seemingly simple but truly complex subject.
which Salisbury played a major role. The design of this threefingered, nine degree-of-freedom hand is shown in an excellent set of photographs and sketches. Two of the papers Direct-Drive Robots, Theory and Practice, by Haruhiko
presented in the appendix describe different aspects of the Asada and Kamal Youcef-Toumi, MIT Press, 1987, 262 pp.
robot hand in greater detail. A third paper given in the appendix describes a stiffness control scheme for robot
Reviewed by Yoram Koren2
manipulators while the fourth involves the description of object contact geometry from force/tactile sensor
The book presents the most current research in manipulator
measurements. The bibliography for Section I is reasonably
design and control of direct-drive robot arms. In direct-drive
complete considering the publication date (1985).
robots the shafts of revolute joints are directly coupled to the
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of the static characteristics of manipulators and new approaches in the design of manipulators with simplified
dynamics.
The development of the M.I.T. direct-drive robot for high
speed trajectory control is presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
These chapters cover not only the design of the mechanism but
also the control system design. The last part of this book
presents some supporting articles relevant to the design and
control of direct-drive manipulators.
We, however, don't believe that applying direct-drives will
become the dominant trend in robotics, and this subject by
itself is too narrow to justify a special book. Direct-drive
robots have many drawbacks compared with robots that use
gears at their joints. These drawbacks include: (1) the difficulties to design mechanisms to drive the joints directly
through motors located at the robot base, (2) the high torque
required by the motors which may cause overheating problems, (3) difficulties in accurate joint velocity measurement
for feedback, and (4) the control problems caused by joint inertia coupling (gears reduce the effective inertia by the square
of their ratio). The book is unbalanced by presenting only the
direct drive concept without comparing it analytically with
geared robots.
Nevertheless, the book provides a good balance between
theoretical aspects of robot design and practical considerations that are based on the authors' experience in building
several robot prototypes. Therefore, there is no question that
this book is a significant contribution to the robotics literature
and should be studied by every robot researcher and designer.
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motors' shafts, and therefore they require high-torque
motors. Their main advantage is the elimination of backlash
and the significant reduction in friction, both associated with
the gears of conventional robots.
The book introduces the design concepts of direct-drive
robots, and provides a thorough analysis of the kinematics,
dynamics, and control issues associated with these robots. It
presents a unified approach to design and control in the
development of high performance robot manipulators. The
book also presents an original analysis of motor power efficiency and its relationship to the output torque. The book
discusses both simple serial-link manipulators and a general
five-bar-link mechanism. Every aspect of direct-drive robots is
covered in this book, and a part of it is even devoted to a
detailed description of robot components such as motors,
amplifiers, and sensors.
This book is organized into four parts: Direct-Drive
Technologies, Arm Design Theory, Development of M.I.T.
Direct-Drive Manipulators, and Supporting Articles.
Chapter 1 of this book starts with a historical perspective in
robot design, then presents the direct-drive concept. Description of several direct-drive robots is given as an overview for
the state-of-the-art in this technology. This includes a few
models that were designed at M.I.T., Carnegie-Mellon
University and industrial companies.
The robot components are covered in Chapter 2. More importantly, the issues in arm design and control are also
discussed in this chapter. Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 deal with arm
design theory. They introduce analytical tools for evaluation

